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The English-language pangram phrase, shown in the metallic type used in the printing presses (image cancelled for readability) The Fast Brown Fox jumps over a lazy dog - this Is an English-speaking pangram - a sentence that contains all the letters of the English alphabet. Due to its brevity and consistency, it has become widely known. The phrase is commonly used for touchtyping practices, testing typewriters and computer keyboards, displaying examples of fonts and other text-related applications where the use of all letters in the alphabet is desirable. Story Item of February 9, 1885, the edition of The Boston Journal mentions the phrase Fast Brown Fox jumping over a lazy dog. The earliest known appearance of the phrase from The Boston
Journal. In an article titled Current Notes in the February 9, 1885 edition, the phrase is referred to as a good practice sentence for writing students: Favorite copy set by writing teachers for their students is the following because it contains every letter of the alphabet: A fast brown fox jumps through a lazy dog. Dozens of other newspapers published the phrase over the next few
months, using a version of the sentence, starting with A rather than The. The earliest known use of the phrase, beginning with The, refers to Linda Bronson's 1888 book Illustrative Reduction. The modern form (starting with The) has become more common, despite the fact that it is slightly longer than the original (starting with A). As the use of typewriters grew in the late 19th
century, the phrase began to appear in the printing of lesson books as a practice proposal. Early examples include How to Become an Expert in Typewriter: A Complete Instructor Designed Specifically for the Remington Typewriter (1890), and a typewriter and handwriting instructor for the Stenographer (1892). By the turn of the 20th century, this phrase had become widely known.
In January 10, 1903, the issue of Pittman's phonetic journal, he called a well-known memorized typing line covers all the letters of the alphabet. Robert Baden-Powell's book Scouting for Boys (1908) uses this phrase as a practical sentence for signaling. The first message sent to the Moscow-Washington hotline on August 30, 1963 was the test phrase THE KVIK BROWN FOX
JUMPED OVER THE LAZY DOG'S BACK 1234567890. Later, during testing, Russian translators sent a message asking their American counterparts, What does it mean when your people say, Fast brown fox jumped over a lazy dog? Computer use of the phrase used in the BBC Ceefax test since 1972. In the age of computers, this pangram is commonly used to display font
samples and to test computer keyboards. In cryptography, it is commonly used as a test vector for hashing and encrypting to verify their implementation, as well as to provide an alphabetical set of character symbols The required word Microsoft has command to automatically enter the sentence, in versions up to Word 2003, using the command rand), as well as in Microsoft Office
Word 2007, and then with the help of the command rand.old). Examples of how this phrase is used in showing fonts Cultural references to this phrase have occurred in movies, on television, in books, video games, advertising, websites and graphic arts. Mark Dunn's lipogrammatic novel By the Coo of Peas by Mark Dunn is built entirely around the pangram of Fast Brown Fox and
its inventor. It depicts a fictional country off the coast of South Carolina that idealizes pangram, chronicling the impact on literature and social structure, since various letters are prohibited for daily use by government dictum. See also filler text Etaoin shrdlu Lorem ipsum Thousand Character Classic, a classic Chinese classic work using 1000 characters once used to teach young
children Iroha, a Japanese poem and a perfect pangram containing each symbol of the Japanese syllable exactly once Portez ce vieux whiskey au juge blonde fu qui fu, the equivalent phrase in French reference books. Boston Journal (morning ed.). Boston, Massachusetts. February 10, 1885. page 1. Search for a quick brown fox. Newspapers.com. received on November 8,
2016. Bronson, Linda Pennington (1888). Illustrative abbreviation. San Francisco. page 76. Barnes, Lovisa Ellen (1890). How to become an expert in typing. page 12. Fox typewriter. Pittman's phonetic journal. January 10, 1903. Baden-Powell, Robert (1908). Scouting for boys (PDF). London: Pearson. ISBN 0-665-98794-3. Washington Moscow hotline. Cryptomuseum.com.
received 2013-09-21. Rask, Dean (1991). As I saw: Memoirs of the Secretary of State. London: I.B. Tauris and Co. Ltd. p. 225. Wegter, Wabbe (June 2007). Gian-Maurice-Emile Bodo. ThemNews. 8 (2). Received 2013-09-21. Microsoft support kb212251. Support.microsoft.com. 2011-09-18. Received 2013-09-21.Archived 15 July 2012 on Archive.today - Ella Minnow Peas: Novel
in Letters, Mark Dunn, Anchor, 2001, ISBN 0385722435 Extracted from Can you give me similar suggestions that use all the letters in the alphabet that I can use handwriting for practice? Page 2 8 comments cursive cursive excercises an example of writing a fast brown fox jumping through a lazy reading dog, writing a quick brown fox jumps over a lazy dog. Your child gets the
practice of writing this sentence and coloring in the picture. The Fast Brown Fox Cursive Scenario is a free printed sheet that students can use to practice their script/handwriting skills. The first sentence is in solid letters, and students use it as an example of what the letters look like. The following two sentences in dotted letters for children, Trace. The sentence reads: A fast brown
fox jumped over a lazy dog. As many people know, it's uses every letter used by the English (Latin) alphabet. Click here to print out. Click here to go to our list of free handwriting prints. Practice sheets sheets the quick brown fox handwriting worksheet. the quick brown fox handwriting sheet. the quick brown fox handwriting test. the quick brown fox handwriting practice. the quick
brown fox handwriting assessment. the quick brown fox handwriting speed test. the quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog handwriting. the quick brown fox cursive handwriting
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